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Page 16 - (A-II-12) should read:

U5 = (10,1) + (1»,5) + (1.15)

Page 20 - Appendix V should be replaced by:

The new charged current processes are listed belov indicating the group

contents of fermions and gauge basons with respect to SU(U) x SU(5).

The diagram shows hov the particles participate in the interaction. A,

denotes gauge bosons. B and C denote fermions.

A

1.9.36,oV and 126 denote fermion multiplets with respect to SU(9)

P.T.O.
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1. PTRODUCTIOK

The attempt of unifying forces in nature has a long history. Earlier

attempts [1] were made to unify gravitation and electromagnetism, without much

success. Recently the subject has been revived in a different context [2],

in viev of the fact that the gauge principle and hypothetical (fractionally

charged) coloured quarks seem to give a satisfactory description of strong,

weat and electromagnetic interactions. We are now trying to unify all

forces except gravity. Our expectation is that the diversity of forces

observed in the lov energy phenomena could be accounted for as the breaking

of a higher symmetry which is manifest at higher energy where forces become

indistinguishable. Whether nature prt^irea such hidden symmetry is yet a

matter of speculation. But unifying forces in this manner is aesthetically

appealing and provides a natural way of understanding the existence of

different forces at the present energy. The phenomenological aspects of

unified theory along this line of thought are also interesting, particularly

when it is supplemented by big bang theory of the evolution of the universe.

For example: l) effective coupling constants [3] and weat mixing angle can

be calculated, 2) proton can [U] decay with experimentally measurable

decay rate, 3) baryon number asymmetry [s] and missing mass problem could be

resolved. It will be a tremendous theoretical achievement if predictions

come out to be correct.

let, we have to note, the present form of unification leaves one long-

standing problem unsolved. It is the problem of families. The past

experience tells us that there are at least two (three expected) families of

fermions. which, share the same group theoretic content and differ only in mass.

In the present models of unification families are treated essentially

independently and thus we lose unification here. It would be more

satisfactory if there is an explanation for the existence of families and

some masses of unifying them. At present there are four ways of tackling this

problem.

1. Bub-quarks and sub-leptons: in this view the ordinary quarks and

leptona are composites of new constituent matter fields which are bound

strongly ij a new colour or magnetic 16] interaction. The model could

reproduce (e,u,d) family as lowest energy state and (u,c,s) family and others

as excited states. The merit of this approach, if it's successful, is in

the reduction of the number of elementary matter fields.

-X-

2 . Another approach (by Barut) I7li»imtlar to the aub-quark sub-lepton

idea is to regard (e.u.d) family aa fundamental and others a« exited states

of (e.u.d) family.

3. Macrete ay-met™ . - n ^ families [S]= one may assume that families are
i

3. Macret y

related in a way and the symmetry associated i s a discrete one. Discrete

symmetry has been used in predicting the top-quark mass, flavour mixing and

CP-violation. The demerit [in our vlev) of th is approach i s that there i s

no natural reason why only family group should he discrete while others are

continuous and local .

U. T ^ . T w ^ t . , 1 ^ t r v : alternatively one can think of enlarging the

unifying group and add, believing in the gauge principle, a local horiiontal

symmetry which acts between families. In th is picture a l l quarks and leptons

are elementary *na there is no so-called family problem stated as , "why does

the same structure repeat i t se l f?" Some fermions happen to be light and have

the observed flavour mixing as a result of a certain symmetry breaking and

mass generation mechanism.

The las t alternative Is the one ve l ike to exploit in the present paper.

The idea of the horizontal local symmetry [9] is not new but adding i t on

top of the ordinary G.U.Th. {=Grand Unified Theory) is a new Bubject. One

can conceive of various models with a horizontal symmetry. So far most of

the models are based on SU(N) group and a l l share an (unappealing) feature

that fermiona belong to a reducible representation. One could look for a

t ighter unification and put a l l fermions into one irreducible representation

of a group. One, then realizes the spinor representations in SO(H) group

offers such possibi l i ty.

In th is paper we look at SQ(2N) unification and discuss specifically

on S0(l8) model which appears most a t t ract ive . (The survey of SO(2N+1)

uniticatioa mill be g±«n elsewhere.)

The presentation proceeds as follows:

In sec.II S0(l8) is selected out as the unifying group. In Sec.Ill we •

discus* the pattern* of symmetry treating. Sec.IV deals with the fermion mass

spectrum; Other 'physical'implications are discussed in Sec.V. Sec.VI

- 2 -



summarize* the model.

In analyzing the model we made an extensive use of the technique of the

aub-group decomposition which was first developed by E. Littlevood [ l l ] and

has recently been summarized by R.C. King [12]. The formulae and results are

contained in the Appendices.

II. HODBL

To select a model we first perform the sub-group decomposition of spinor

representations of SO(2H) (H >, 6) with respect to S0(2N-10) x SO(lO).

I. I odd

[16*.

tie",

[16", aj

II. I even

(II-l)

(H-2)

Cli-3)

(Il-fc)

The above result shows that S0(l6) i s the smallest group to incorporate the

.correct weak current structure for th"e three light families. 16 have

opposite current structures with respect to SU,(2) x SUR(2) and thus SO(lU),

for example, can incorporate only two known families. On the other hand

another sub-group decomposition, this time, with respect to the maximal unitary

sub-group gives :

1 ] , - [16*. 2*"6] • [ ! « " . 2*~6]

III . SO(ltH)-*SU(2H)

{2 2"- 1)"

• . . . *

...+ (lH+1j + ..-•

tn-6)

IV. SU(2N+1)

,2N,

2K-17
1 j

Cii-T)

(II-8)

The result tells us that SO(ltM) (SO(US+2)) model Is vector-like (chiral-like)

with respect to SU(2H) (SU(2H+l)). Since the attractive modela in SU(B)

are all chiral-like we prefer S0(UH+2) model to SO(US) model. Then S0(l8)

emerges as the most economical model to unify all fermions into one multiplet.

Interesting SU(5) and 30(10) model merge into one in S0(l8) model.

S0(l8) model has another, perhaps, nice feature. It contains SUCO

horizontal group in a natural manner as one can see in the chain of breaking,

S0(l8) ->SU(9)-»SU(10 x SU(5) * U(l). (In case the breaking is

60(18) ~»S0(8) x 30(10) one notes that SU(U) is the maximal unitary sub-

group of S0(8)). And SU(lt) is the next group to follow the sequence of the

successful low energy local groups, U(l) C SU{2) C SU(3)C .... We also

mention that SO(l3) model (without scalars) is asymptotically free although

we do not see why it should be so in the high energy limit. For these reasons,

apart from last, we choose S0(l8) model and like to detail on it.

1. Fermiona

Is our model fermiona belong to 256 - dim. apinor representation asd i t s

sub-group contents are as follows

256* • (16*, 8+) + (16- , 8")

- 1 + 5 + 36 + oTT + 126

(SO(10) x S0(8))

(SU(9))

(II-9)

(11-10)

-3-

The charge assignment i s fixed so that there are no exotic&lly charged fermiona.

In the SU(9) basis Q (= charge operator) la given by

Q - ( - | , -J , -5 , 1. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (11-11)

for the fundamental representation of SU(9K This charge assignment

guarantees ein 9y » ^ In the symmetry limit. To understand the model we

need to know first of a l l the spinor representation of the generators of

SO(2H). It i s discussed in Appendix I . Secondly we must know the scalars

which couple with the fermion bi-linear and their sub-group decompositions. V«

present In the following properties of Rronecker products of the spinor of

- I t -



S0(2H). TJie rank p Kroneeker product or splnors* a n d f l s Biven by

where

(11-12)

$,f : apinors

C : Dirac charge conjugation matrix

C : the charge conjugation matrix for 30(2H)

fu: see A-I-l, ana A-1-2

ClI-13)

C in (II) ls defined as -

c-.I

and has the following properties:

i) C C » 1

ii) C* = (-1) S " - ' C

Hi) cfo = (-l)H+1fa C

f C
I -C

H « 0,1 mod. U
B • 2,3 mod. k

(11-15)

(II-16)

(II-1T)

t and + denote transposition and hernitian conjugate respectively,
and las satisfy

r a»-i (11-18)

30(18) has rank none and in general one can form nine independent Kroneeker

products. In our case * =t#» then due to the anti-Bymnetrieity of \(i and

properties of T> C* and C some Of the products vaniBh. Pais [10] derived the

condition far non-TBoiahingnafls of the product;

a(JH) + 2p(H+l) + p(p-l) - 0 nod. (11-19)

2H"1]Pals'* + contains both [2H"1]+ and U * " 1 ] , - With the aid of the results

about the Kronecker products of spinors la S0(2B),

[2H-1]±x [2 H - 1 ] + - [1] + [I 3 ] + . . . + [1H]± for add H (11-20)

- [0] + [I 8 ] + . . . + [1NJ± for even H (11-21)

He ([lm] of S0(2H) has the dimension 2if^) can identify the non-vanishing

products. The results are tabulated in Appendix IV for the various groups.

In our moSfil 18, 8568 and 2lt310 dimensional acalaro couple vith the ...

fermion 'bi-linear. The sufe-group deconrpoaition of the S0(2B) representationB;1 '

la.-not difficult to carry out. T6e' formulae and results are contained'in -'

Appendices II and III. (For completeness sake ve include 816 and 3182U.) The

results are needed in discussing tl»: symmetry treating and fermion mass vhich\ i v

are the subjects in Sets. I l l and IV respectively. *

2. Boaons

Gauge 'bosons helone to [I2] of SO(18) which has the dimension of 153.

Under SU(M g.8U(j) and S0(8) * 30(10)

153 - (8.10) + (28.1) + (1.U5) (S0(8) x 30(10)

- (1.1) + (it.5) + (£-5) + (1.10) + (1.10)

+S(6».l) + (5.5) + (U.fe* (15.1) + C1.2U)
+(1.1)

(SU(U) * BU(5))

(11^22) ^

(11-23 ) / *

(Two singlets of (11-13) should be distinguished. One of then is Sl/(9)

singlet while the other one is not.}

SU(5) gauge bosons are all contained In (1.2M (H-13). All others are new

guage bosons. Among them (15.l) are pure SUft) horizontal gauge bosons. Two

singlets and (6*.l) are electrically neutral. Hew charged bosons are contained

in [k.5) (5.5) (1.10) and their complex conjugates. Their charges are ±1, ±2/3

op ±1/3. The correspondence between S0(8) x S0(10) and SU(1») x BU(5)

contents is given by:

(6.10) - (Ji.5) + (5.5) + (5.5) + C*.5)

(28.1) • (1.1) + (6«.l) + (6».l) + (15*.1)

(11-25*

(II-26X

-6-



- (1.1) + tl.10) + (1.10) + U.2U) (11-26)

The horizontal gauge bosons are electrically neutral and mediate the flavour
changing neutral current processes. Experimentally i t is known such
processes are strongly suppressed, up to order aGp or more. This puts a
lower Hound of mass - 10 GeV, for the horizontal gauge bosons. A further
constraint v i l l be aiscussed in Sec.IV. Hev charged gauge bosons have to be
superheavy since they lead to proton decay like X and Y in the
SU(5) model. V P

III WMKBTHt BFEAKIHG IN S0(l8) MOIffiL

S0(l8) may undergo various types of breaking before only 5U(3) x U(l)

remains unbroken. We »ay consider the following patterns of breaking.

B0(l

SU(5)(9)

ao(e) * so(io)-2.
B*S0(6) x gj(t,) x SU(2)

SU(3) * SU(2) x

SU(3) *
x SU(li) x SU(2) x 5H(2)

To sort out scalar multiplets needed to realize the breaking we first look

at those scalara which appear ia the Yukawa coupling and in case suitable

components are not among then then we look, at other multiplets with small

dimensions. The motivation for doing this is that we like to see the

possibility of the dynamical breaking in this Bodal. (Dynamical breaking here

means the breaking caused by the fermion bound 3tates condensates.)

We look through Appendix II and find that there is only one element

(in 21*310) that causes breaking A, one element (in 8563) and two elements

(in 2U310) can effect stage B and a plenty of them for breakings F-, F_ and I.

There aremany which can effect stage H. The result shows that the scalars 18,

8568 and 2l»310 contain all necessary electrically neutral components to

realize the breaking SO(l8)-»A-*B->F£-+H->I-»SU(3) x U(l). Particulary single

multiplet of 2l»31O could do all the breakings. Thus group-theoretically the

dynamical breaking 1B possible in thi« model. To be stressed, it does not

- 7 -

occur in S0(l0) model.
Let us nov look at a different chain of nreaking, i . e . S0(l8)-* 80(8) x

SCKlO). Bone of 18, 8568 or 2U3IO can cause this breaking since, as Appendix HI
shows, they contain no element vfiich i s singlet with, respect to S0(3) x SO(10)*
A nev scalar multiplet i s necessary. According to (A-III-8) of Appendix III
adjoint representation does not have auch singlet but tvlce symmetrized
representation does; see (A—111-25). In fact one can easily prove, applying
formula CA-III-l)« that twice symmetrized

representation of S0(2tH-2tf) alvaye contains a singlet with respect to
SO(2M) x SO(£n) and that r-th. antl-eymmetrized representation of S0(£M+2»j
haa such singlet only i f r » SM or 2H. ( [ l 8 ] of S0(l8) has such singlet '
but does not couple vith fermions.) Step D can be done by 28 or 35 of 80(fi}:
and 1*5, 210 or 126* of S0(l0). Only 210 and 5I* (contained in [2]) of S0<10)

cause breaking E, 28 or 35+ of 30(8) can do step 0. Then we get stuck at
step 0. There i s no element which, ia (1.1.2) with reBpect to SU(3) * 30.(2) *
SUR(2), therefore we introduce a spinor representation. Here i t should "be
stressed that this particular component has to be singlet with respect to
SUL(2) and of course SUC(3). otherwise W*, Z become superheavy since i t s
vacuum expectation value i s expected to be *-* 10"GeV or larger 80 that sin 9_
comes out right [13]. After a l l breaking chain, S0(l8)—*C -»E-J>G —»P,—»Rr-9
I—7SU(3) x U(l), could be beat realized by the twice symmetrized, and spine*
representations and they do not couple with fermions. Interestingly two
chains of breakings we considered in this section point to the Orthogonal
choices of scalar multiplets with the result that in the former cose the
dynamical breaking i s hopeful but i s impossible in the latter case.

We only enumerated the necessary neutral components- and hare not proved,
that the chains of the breakings noted in (HI- l ) can take place. The present
state of art does not allow ua to go beyond what is presented.

IV FSRMIOH ^

To discuss the fermion masa spectrum we Bust look into the fermion
bi-linears. If we decompose ths fermion bi-lineara with respect to
S0(8) x SO(10) we obtain,

[8*,16+1 (l+28+35+,10+120+126*)

[ 8+56,1+it 5+210 J

E 8+56,1+1*5+210]

[ 1+26>35",1O+12O+126~]

Civ-l)

- 8 -



The main Batter we are concerned vith is hov many feraions are light tn the
present model. The number of light fermions serves, to a certain extent, as a
criteria to select a good model. We would naturally expect that some or
many of the new Tensions are much, heavier than the known ones. The criteria
of extracting heavy fermiona has been known. According to the criteria our
model allows al l fermion to become auper heavy. However, this i s obviously an
unwanted case. To See a more fine structure we must check which scalar
components are associated with heavy fermions. In our model we obtain the
following.

First look for SO(lO) invariant mass to extract the heavy sector.
(VI-l) shows that SO(10} invariant KISS appears only in [8+ , l6+] "• [8~,l6~]
and [8,1] and [56,1] are the scalar components which can develop a large
V.3.V. (svacuum expectation value). Suppose that only one element of [8,1]
develops a large V.E.V. then i t is easy to see that four l6+ and four 16"
become superheavy with almost complete flavour mixing and the rest are
Baseless, The conclusion is the same if one discusses the mass after £0(8}
breaks town to - SU(V). (8 • lt+5 and so in case of SU(it) only one component
of k or 5 ia assumed to have a large V.E.V.) If two elements of [8,1] have
large V.E.V.s then al l fermions are superheavy. If many elements of [8,1]

and [56,1] develop large V.E.V.s then i t is difficult to see. In this case a
fermion mass matrix elements are linear superpositions of large numbers and
there can be cancellations among them. Or i t may so happen that >\i} matrix
elements are of the same order of magnitude. As an extreme example of the
latter ease one may consider a Bass mtrix whose elements are al l the same.
Then a l l but one eigenvalues are zero. (We are here pointing out the possibility
that the large V.E.V.s do not necessarily lead to large masses.)

Let us turn our attention to ttvt light fermiona. Light sector, we assume,

• cnn»i*t of four 16 and four l6 . Suppose ordinary families belong to l6 .
Then lo families have to be heavier than 16 families. How does this cone
about 1 IJiMM î* only-one.way out.. As ClV - l ) sioirs the only difference of
[16*] * [ i6 + ] • and [16*] * [16~1 i s that the former couples vith [126*]
while the latter couples wifcii [126+]. Therefore V.E.V. of [126~] should
he larger than that of [126+].

But 16" families cannot be much heavier
than 16* families because the associated V.E.V.s, except 3U(5) singlet of
126 , a l l contribute to the SUT(2) weak gauge boson mass and thus cannot be
larger than 250 GeV.

Belt, l e t us suppose SU(5) singlet of 126* develops non-zero V.E.V.
and SO(1O) breaks down to SU{5). Then right handed neutrinos of [l6+] and

-9-

left handed neutrinoa of [l6~] become stiperlieavy. No* ve must note that in

this kind of model i t i s mandatory that some scalars feeding maga to fermions

are non-ainglets with respect to Doth horizontal group and SU(5) (or 80(10))
group. (Otherwise we obtain trivial mass relations such as m̂  = IB, = m .̂)

These scalars have small (<250 GeV) V.E.V.s. Then in general left and right

handed components of neutrino mix with each other and left handed neutrino can

carry a small mass. The upper limit for the mass of the neutrino of [l6 ]

gives the lower limi*. for the V.E.V. of SU(5) singlet of 126 . This in

turn puts the lower limit for the horizontal gauge boson mass and we estimate
12

it to be around 10 GeV. Mailing neutrino massive in this manner is not new

[Xk], What is new here is that neutrinos seem to become massive in a, natural

manner in. the G.U.Th. with a horizontal symmetry. We do not know If it is

always the case but in Fraispton's model [17], for example, it is a necessity.

The feature is similar in case S0(l0) breaks down to EU(U) x S U L U ) *

SUD(2) as was discussed by Shafi et al [15]. All in all our analysis shows

that in a favorable case the light fermion sector consists of four seta of

5 L + 10^ and four sets of 5 L + 10^ (with respect to SU(5)h

So far in this section the fermion mass has been discussed in a standard

manner, i.e. assuming that all masses come from V.E.V. of elementary scalars.

Let ua now change our view and look into the possibility of dynamical

creation of mass. The motivation for doing this is to avoid the problem of

gauge boson and fermion mass hierarchy. In the standard formalism of mass

creation we need at least two vastly different V.E.V.s, one -250 GeV and the

other ^10 GeV. And we do not know whether they could co-exist in a natural

way. So ve could imagine as an attractive alternative that the small masses

of fermions and weak bosons could come out dynamically due to the radiative

corrections of Buperheavy fermions and bosons. If it comes true then we only

need one or a few V.E.V.s which are all large and thus avoid the problem of

hierarchy. It is, however, easier said than done. Neither of the two

mechanisms [16] proposed in the theory with elementary scalars do not work in

our model and the same ia true for other 30(^+2) model. This is the price

we have to pay for the compact unification of fermiona in the present model,

(if the fermion unification is loose, as is the case in the chiral SU(K)

models, then there is a room for implementing the ideas of Ref, 16, One

example is Frampton's SU(Q) model [17]-) Ve hope the situation may change

if there are no elementary scalars. Even though ve are unable to calculate

the finite mass in a reliable way toe view advocated here is interesting and

could be right.

-10-



V WXSICAL 1MFLICATI0HS.

In this section we briefly discuss various physical features of the model.

1. Reaormalization Effects: The prediction of the effective couplings

constant* ia not affected at the one-loop level by the fermions. Higher order

corrections "being small our prediction agree vlth that of SU<5) or S0(10)

model depending on the chain of breaking.

2. Charged Currents: As noted in sec.II there are many new superheavy gauge

bosons. They can all potentially cause baryd, number asymmetry in the universe.

The proton decay process Is dominated bj X ,Y of SU(5) model. The new

processes in our model are B + L conserving and AL *> 2 processes. These

processes have been noted in the previous analysis of SU{8) £l8] and

6U(9) [19] models. They all involve neutral leptona and their presence is

perhaps related to the fact that neutral leptons have Majorana mass. This

seems to he the general consequence of adding a horizontal symmetry although

we do not have general proof for it. For completeness sake we listed the

lowest order charged current processes in the Appendix V.

3. Buperheavy Fermlona: The distinguishing feature of the models with a

horizontal symmetry is the appearance of the superheavy fermions. (We noted

in sec.IV that the small mass of neutrinos puts constraint of the mass of

horiiontal gauge bosons. And we are assuming here that the acalars responsible

for the breaking of the horizontal symmetry appear in the Yukawa coupling.) We

would like to mention two cosmologies! implications of the superheavy fermions.

If they are heavier than scalar or gauge bosons they would have decayed

out. If lighter the neutral ones would be left over in the present universe

since being SU(3) * SU(2) * U(l) singlets they can decay only through higher

order processes. The charged ones on the other hand would have decayed out

since they can annihilate in pairs Into photon. Do these neutral fermions

account for the "missing mass"? [20] They wouldn't because their density

could be approximated by the Boltzman distribution and thus exponentially

suppressed. Only very light neutral fermions can copiously exist and have the

chance of mating up for the missing mass. (incidentally in our model the

number of light neutrinos ia eight.) So the neutral auperheavy fenaions can

exist In the universe fairly stably but do not seem to provide an interesting

phenomenon. Perhaps the part where superheavy fermions could play a

significant role is in the generation of baryon number asymmetry. Suppose the

universe undergoes many phase transitions in a short period, as can be the

case in our model. Then it may occur that each, of these phase transitions

occurs before the universe is thermally neutralized vith respect to baryon

number. The net baryon number produced in the preceeding phase transitions

could be further enhanced (or nullified) by the subsequent phase transitions.

The numeric*! result is not available for this model but the scenario of the

baryon number generation is much different from that of the standard

models like SU(5), S0(10) which, contains only a few number of light

fermion families.

VI SUMMARY ABS REMARKS

We proposed a model based on S0(l8) into which SU(5), S0(10) and

the horizontal SU(U) merge together and studied some of its aspects. The

main findings are:

1. A tight left-right symmetric unification of all fermions using one

irreducible representation is, in many respects, not incompatible with the

experiment.

2. The light fermion sector consists of four (3+10),, and four (S+IO*^,

The latter which are all nev light fermions cannot he heavier than 150 GeV.

Thus the model could be tested in the near future. The first indication of

the model will be the discovery of V + A currents.

3. The heavy fermion sector consists of four [16 }, four [16 ] and eight

singlets (with respect to SU(5)). They may give a significant contribution to

the baryon number asymmetry.

k. There are new charged current processes in which B + L is conserved or

AL = 2.

5. Two reasonable breaking patterns (S0(l8) -=t SU(9)-—?... and S0(l8)—>

S0(8) x S0{l0)—•>...) point to completely different choice of scalar

multiplets SU(9) chain could be realized without elementary 3calars even

though for the moment ve lack in the dynamics to support it, 2^310 contains all

scalar components necessary far symmetry breaking and fermion mass.'

-11- -12-



6. Horizontal gauge hosona become superheavy- if the neutrino beccme massive

in the manner discussed in Bef. lit. (W« assumed it to be the case in our

model.)

T. Superheavy fermions should be highly degenerate in mass so that

l£ - M|| COS S6 is not distorted.

The work presented is incomplete in the sense that we did not discuss

light fermion mass, flavour mixing and cp violation in detail. We did not find

it very illuminating to assume suitable V.E.V.s and complex phases and adjust

the numbers in the light fermion sector. Our view h&s teen that the superheavy

particle structure is reflected on the structure of light particles in the

form of small masses, cp—violation and flavour mixings. (Small neutrino mass

is one example-} In the present model the finite mass is not calculable as

stated in sec.IV. But mass difference and mixing would be calculable. We

would lixe to came to these problems in the future.

AFPEHD1X I

Spinor representation for SOt£H) can be constructed from
which satisfy,

f« IB -1- fe £ e 2«aBI 1 < a,6 4

la s are, in a particular representation, given by

(A-I-l)

m • 1, . . . .

.(*> (A-i-a)

where
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and o i , o and are Pauli matrices.

EIJ (*tbe generators of SO(2N)) is then expressed as

hi

The Cartan sub-algebra is given

(A-I-3)

(I = 1,2, . . . . H)

SU(U) sub-algebra is formed by f with 1 - 1,2,3,1»,5,6.
SU.{2) * SUB{2) sub-algebra is formed by f , with J • 7,8,9,10.

« H J S

I 3 of SUL(2) is given by ^( t^g • »a 1Q) where 1^ of SUE(2) la gittn

1,

(A-I-51

i (^charge operator) Is defined aa follows

n - TI* * -r̂  ̂  1«



APPENDIX II

SO(lB) sub-group deeotnpos.ition with, respect to SU(9) can he done by
use of the formula

(A-II-l)

In (A-II-l);

[ ] E SO(2N) (or S0(2N+l)) representation

\_ \ = SO(K) representation

C = any partition

B = partitions into even number of parts. For example;

B = l2,22,lU,2a,lU ... (A-II-2)

B = collection of 6
/ = S-functlon division

A straightforward calculation gives;

S0(l8) EU(9)

18(5[1]) = = 9 + 5
8l6(=[l3]) » (A-1-3) + (84 + 315 + C.C.)

8568(2[l5]) = (A-1-4) + (126 + 1050 + 2700 + c.C.)
3l824(=[l7]) » (A-I-5) +. (36 + 630 + 3402 + 7560 + C.C.)

^ t l 9 ] * } - l + 5+36+Tt5" + W + 1 2 6 + 315" + 540 +
615" + 2520 + 2700 + 3402 + 5292 + 7560

(A-II-3)

(A-II-5)
(A-II-6)

(A-II-7)
(A-II-8)

In (A-II-3)'— (A-II-8), [la J denotes the a-times anti-symmetrized representation
and C.C. means the complex conjugate representation.

Further decomposition, SU(9)-» 5U(fc) * SU(5) i s done by use of the
formula,

[A* j U ^ * U] (A-II-9)

(A-H-9) gives,

n SU(5)
(4,1) + (1,5)
(4,5) + (1,10) + (j^jl)
(1,24) + (15,1) + (5,5) + {"»,5) + (1,1)
(4,10) + (6* ,5) +
{6* , IO) + CU,IcT> +

(5,24*) + (1,45) +

(A-II-10).
(A-II-U)
(A-II-12)
(A-II-13)

Cl5*,5)
(1,5) + (1,1)

SU(9)

9
36
45
64

126

315

540
630

1050

2520 - (1,50) + (lOOj +. Ct,75 ) + (20,5) + (10,50) + (20 ,15) +
(1,10) + (15,10) + (6,45) + (20,40) (A-II-23*

2700 - (4,10) + (10,5) + (6*.45+5) + (5^1+24^+75*) + (20*.5) +
(15,5+45) + (1,5+^5+50) + (20",lb") +(4,15+40) + (1,1O+<KJ) +
(6*,10) . U-II-1»I

3402 - (20,40) + (5,40) + (S.ltT) + (6*,50) + (20 ,10) +
(10,45) + {6M) + (4.T5*) + (20,10) + (5*,10) + (15* .10)
U5*,15) + (1,10) + 120,5) + (4,5) + (4,24*) + (l,T*5") +

5292

7560

(20,1) + (1,5) + C^l) (A-II-15I
(10,15) + (4,40) + (1,50) + (20*5) + (6.10) + (20,1) (A-II-16J
(5,40) + (6*,15) + C10.10) + (1,45) + (20,5) +
(6*,l0) + (4,Iol + C5,5) + t i£ j i i (A-II-17)
(1,5) + (4,5) + (4,24*) + (15*.1Q) + (6,45) + (20,10) +
(11,40) + (10,5) + (1,15) + (5,10) + (1,10) + (6",5) +

(4,1m) + (10,50") + (6* ,^5 + (20,75*) + (1,24) + (2D*,50) +
(15*.45) + (1,5) + (20,40) + (4,10) + (6* ,10) + (10",15) +
(5,5 > + (l.lT) + OjjL)
(4,10) + (4,W) + (10,

. (A-II-21I

+ (6*,5+4T+5T5+ (2O,24*+75#) +
(5,24"+75#) + (2&* ,451 + (15,5+1*5+50) + (i.5+^5) +
(20,10+40) + (4,T5rto)-+ (6* ,10+15) + (10,10) + {5,5) +
(1,10) + (5,1) (A-1I-22*

-15- -16-
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APFEHDIX I I I

S0(l8) -» S0(8) * SO(1O) is calculated by use of the formula;

[A] i- E[A/«] * [(/«} U - m - i )

Notation of (A-III-1) is the same aa that of (A-II-1,2)

5 denotes the partition vhich is conjugate to B (see A-II-2)

For example,

6 » 2,22,1*, . . . (A-III-2)

(A-III-1) giveBj

S0(l8) S0(8) x S0(10)

18 - (8,1) + (1,10) (A-III-3)

8l6 • (56,1) + (£fi»10) * i&gks) • (1,120 J (*-IiI-4)

8568 » (56,1) + (56,1(5) + (28,120) + (8,210) + (35+,l0) +

(35",10) + (1,126*) + (1,126") (A-HI-5)

3182U « (8,1) + (28,10) + (56,!*5) + (35+,l2O) + (35".120) +

(56,210) + (28,126+) + (28,126") + (8,210) + (1,120)

(A-III-6)

2ll310 * 8(1,10) + 2(8,!*5) + 2(28,120) + 2(56,210) + (35+,126+) +

(35XL26") + (35",126+) + (35",126") (A-III-7)

153 = (8,10) + (28,1) + (1,1*5) (A-III-B)

further decompositions can be done by the use of (A-II-1), (A-II-9) and

(A-III-1).

S0(10)

10 m 5 + 5

!»5 « Zk + 10 + 1Q~ + 1

120 • (1»5 + 10 + 5) + C.C.

210

8U(5)

75* + 40 + 1*0 + 2>** + 10 + 10 + 5 + 5 + l

126" 10 + 15 + 1*5 + 50

SU(1*) x SU(2) x EU(2)

(6 ,1,1) + (1,2,2)

30(10)

10 »

1*5 » (6",2,2) + (15",1,1) + (1,3,1) + (1,1,3)
120 - U5*,2,2) + (6*,3,1) + (6*. 1,3) + (10,1,1) +

(10,1,1)
210 - (15*,3,1) + (15*,1,3) + (10,2,2) + (lb*,2,2) +

(6*,2,2) + (15*,1,D + (1,1,1)

126* - (10,3,1) + (10,1,3) + (15*.2,2) + (6#,1,1)
126" - (10,1,3) + (IcT,3,l) + (15*,2,2> + (6*.1,1)

(A-III-15)

tA-III-16)

(A-III-17)

(A-III-lB)

U-iii-19)

(A-III-20)

(A-in-ei)

(A-III-22)

(A-III-23)

(A-iir-2iO

(A-ui-a5)

[2] (=tvice a symmetrised representation) of S0(l8) haa a dimension of 17Q

and breaks with respect to 80(8) x BO(lO)

170 » (35,1) • (1,5>*) + (8,10) + (1,1)

of S0(10) breaks under SU(1») x SU(2) * SU(2) aa,

5U = (20,1,1) + (6,2,2) + (1,3,3) + (1,1,1) (A-II1-27)

S0(8)

8 « l* + H

28 « 15** 6* + 6* + 1

su(U)

56 - (20 + k + U) + C.C.

3 5 + - 2 0 + 6 + 6 + 1 + 1 + 1

35" - 10 + 10" + 15*

(A-III-9)

(A-III-10)

(A-III-11)

(A-III-12)

(A-I11-13)
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APPENDIX IV

This appendix l i s t s the scalar mul t ip le t s vhich appear in

[2 ] ± x (2 ] + for the various groups. The underlines are the sca lar

mult ipleta whiea couple with fermion b i - l i n e a r s of [ 2 B " 1 ] + * [ 2 N " 1 ] + .

P/Groups SO(lO) SO(ia) SO(lU) S0(l6) S0( l8) S0(20) S0(22)

0

1

2

3

U

5

6

7

a
9
10
11

10.

120

126*

1

66

•»95

1 1

1U l8_ 22

120 19_0

361 8l6 151*0

1820 1)61*5

2002 8?6p 26331*

8008 38760

1116* 31821* 1705 i*li

6U35± 125970

352T161

Aa one can see easily there is a regularity modulo eight, namely

SO(1O+8H) (K=l,2, . . . ) groups for example have the similar scalar structures.

The same is true for SO(l2+8tT), SO(llt+8lO and SOQ8+8N) groups.

-19-

APPEHDIX V

The new charged current processes are l isted belov indicating the group

contents of fermions and gauge boson* with respect to SU(U) * (SU(5).

The diagram shoira how the particles participate in the interaction. A,

denotes gauge bosons. B and C denote fermions.

A

B "C

l,5,36,3ir and 126 denotes fermion nrultiplets with respect to SU(9)

A (*,5) (5,5) (5,5) {5,5) (5.5) (5,5) (5.5) (5,5)

' (6"10)l26 (I'5)126 ^^126 {1'1)l

i26 {1'5)i26 C5*5)i

B (1.5)5 (U>5)36

(6*10)i

A (5,5) (5.5) (5,5) (5.5)

B (l.5)K (U,i0),o<- (I.,!),-: U.1),

A

B (6'1O)l26
(U'1O)l26 (1'5)126

A (1,10) (1,10) (1,10) (1,10) (1,10) (1,10) ! (1,10) (1,10)

B (5,15% (6:1)^ (l,D126 ( ^ ^ ( )

c (5,1)5. (6,io)126 d,io)36

-20-
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